Entrees
8oz AAA Alberta Beef New York Striploin

Coming from only the top 6% of beef in Canada, this 8oz serving of mouth watering beef perfection is seasoned with our secret blend of spices
and then seared on our barbecues cooking the steak to a tenderness unmatched by any other. A sure fire way to impress all of your guests!

Roast Beef Dinner with Carving Station

Coming from only the top 6% of beef in Canada, this tantalizing cut of beef is the talk of any event! With garlic cloves inserted directly in to the
beef, it is then covered in our specialty rub and slow cooked on our grills for four hours. If cooking the roast on site wasn’t enough to get all the
guests hungry from the aroma alone, it is then moved to our carving station and heat lamp where our chef slices the thick, juicy, plate filling
sized portions fresh for each guest, accompanied by au jus.

Boneless Skin on Butterfly Cut Chicken Breast

This large portion of chicken is seasoned with our unique blend of spices specifically created for this dish alone. With a gorgeous searing on the
skin of the chicken and finished off just right, this chicken stays moist and accompanies the flavor of the blend in a way that will be having you
enjoy barbecued chicken like never before.

Beef on a Bun in BBQ Sauce

We take one of our mouth watering roasts, which we serve for our roast beef dinner, and thinly slice it coating it in a smoky BBQ sauce and once
again introducing it to our grills. Once the beef is hot and the flavors have married to the sauce, a heaping portion is served on top of a fresh
sesame bun. With horseradish and other condiments nearby, you control the completion of this creation.

Sauced up Pulled Pork

This pork is treated to a special 4 hour slow cook process in which the juices and spices are sealed in; constantly supply the pork with a flavor like
no other. Once the cooking process is completed the pork is then hand pulled and coated in a delicious Carolina mustard BBQ sauce. It is then
set back on the grills, once again, to combine the flavors of the mouth watering pork and tangy sauce.

BBQ’d Salmon Filets

Bedded on lemon and topped with dill and light spices, these 6oz servings of juicy salmon are cooked to perfection. A delicious alternative to
beef options.

Mountain Smoked Ham

Studded with cloves and cherries, this treat for the eyes and the mouth is carved to order and full of flavor.
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Smoking Sausage on a Bun

This treasured family recipe that has been passed down for generations is the reason why this company was created. This thick and succulent
sausage is always on high demand. After mixing the secret combination of ingredients, this sausage is then smoked to enhance flavor and bring
you a culinary delight, unmatched by any. The sausage is then cooked fresh on site on our grills and served on a delicious top cut French roll with
a wide range of condiments of your choosing.

All Beef Burgers in BBQ Sauce

These mouth watering burgers are cooked fresh on site and then coated in our smoky BBQ sauce. Served on top of a soft and freshly baked bun,
a sure fire way to appeal to anyone’s carnivorous needs! Topped off with our full selection of condiments so you can enjoy it just the way you
want it!

Nathan’s Famous Hot Dogs

These tasty delights need no explanation as the trusted name and flavor of Nathan’s Famous Hot Dogs is known by many to be the best hot dog
for all! Even catering to those looking for kosher options!

Vegetarian Burgers

A great alternative to those who love the great taste of BBQ. These thick and filling vegetarian burgers are served alongside our full selection of
condiments and served on top of a soft and freshly baked bun.

Chicken Burgers

Freshly grilled and perfectly seasoned, these chicken burgers are served hot and fresh sure to leave you beyond satisfied. Served on a soft and
fresh bun with our full selection of condiments to have it the way you want it!

BBQ’D Pork Baby Back Ribs

Like all great BBQ Ribs, these ribs are fall off the bone tender with a brushing of BBQ sauce coating. Nothing tastes better than when it gets a
little messy!

Additional Vegetarian Options:
Pan seared tofu and vegetables
Stuffed bell peppers
Veggie skewers
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